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No compromise, no shortcut, no doubt in sound reproduction - technologically 

advanced and built on solid technical foundations around components of absolute 

quality - input stages HDCA.2 with instrumentation components for exceptional signal 

to noise ratio - innovative power supply circuit that uses super fast diodes untying 

circling the classic "bridge rectifier" in one container guaranteeing response times to 

transients like never before - Sanken bipolar output devices for unique performance. 

Reference 352 is an amplifier capable of 

outstanding performance, which together 

with the line Reference, is the flagship of 

EamLAb. Reference 352 is a 'powerful 

amplifier with the advantage of a power 

consumption only 10 W at rest and 2W in 

standby thanks to special circuitry which 

constantly monitors the bias current  

Reference 352 is equipped with a 2800 VA 

power transformer and up 220,000 uF 

filter capacitors. This training is capable of 

providing 350 W at 8 ohms, 700 4 1600 2 

between 20 Hz and 20 KHz with a 

distortion less than 0.03%.  

But it's not just power. In Reference 352 

we also wanted more speed transient 

response, a neutral sound independent of 

the load, an unprecedented dynamic.  

Particular care in the power circuit as the 

use of ultrafast diodes for rectification in 

place of the classic bridge rectifiers, 

transformer low induction and 97% 

efficiency , aluminum film capacitors with 

very tight tolerances made us achieve the 

goals set 

All the technology of this amplifier is enclosed in a beautiful steel chassis anti-vibration and 'assembly designed to minimize any 

interference induced. Components of the latest generation of undisputed quality equipped this powerful amplifier.  

Innovative control and protection circuits always ensure a perfect  long-lasting operation in complete safety. THL, the circuit used to 

monitor the operating temperature, sensors LM35 is entrusted to and managed by the CPU. much more accurate and reliable than 

standard thermal circuit-breakers. The CPU is also entrusted with the ignition in full security of a bank of power nothing short of colossal.  

  We can simply say ... NO COMPROMISE!.                                                                                                                

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Power  Vs.  impedance  characteristics 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Key features 

Solidity - steel chassis 30/10 to minimize vibration and resonance at high volume levels,  efficient solidity of the 

structure consists of heatsinks milled from solid. 

functional isolation - transformer and line filter enclosed in aluminum non-magnetic case, to keep separate sources of 

noise from the amplifier circuits 

PFC – Power Factor Correction on the power line reduces noise pollution by the harmonics of the network and 

increases the utilization of the grid voltage to 95%. the voltage and current from the amplifier remain in phase with 

each other and eliminate the transient off-axis to the high current pulses present in amplifiers without PFC 

HDCA.2 – the input stage is mounted on a ceramic multilayer MIL-Spec Pcb low dielectric constant. the ceramic 

support ensures a very high rigidity circuit indispensable for obtaining an efficient treatment of the input signals free 

from any interference. The whole armored and resinated. 

Film resistor – all resistors are low noise and tolerance of '% 1 to minimize thermal noise of the active circuitry 

Error detection – an error detection circuit controlled by microprocessor guarantees the protection of speakers 

connected in many extreme operating conditions 

 

 

 



 

 

 Continuos average output power (20hz – 20.000 hz ) 

350 Watt per channel into 8 ohm 

700Watt per channel into 4 ohm            stereo operation  

1400 Watt per channel into 2 ohm     (both channel driven) 

2800 Watt  in mono mode 4 Ohm 

 

 Total harmonic distortion  stereo operation (both channel 

driven)-   0.07% with 2 ohm load / 0.03% with 4-8 ohm load 

  

 Frequency response    at rated output    20-20Khz +0/-0.25 

Db  -  at 1 Watt output 20-80Khz    +0/-3 Db                     

  

 Damping Factor            >200 to 20hz-20Khz refer 8 ohm 

  

 Input sensitivity            0.9 V for full power 8 Ohm 

 Input impedance          47 Kohm balanced / 22 Kohm         

unbalanced 

  

 Signal to noise ratio     >115 Db weighted A 

  

 Power requirements    AC 120 V or AC 230 V (see in rear 

panel) 

  

 Power consumption     30 Watt idle  

  

 Maximum dimension  550 x 250 x 600 mm (DxHxW) 

  

 Weight          70 Kg  

 

 

 

 

Eam Lab produces entirely by hand in Italy - the above specifications are subject 

to change 

www.eamlab.it 

 

Experience the magic of an incredible reproduction of 
absolute authority. Tools and singers materialize inside 

a sound stage surprisingly real 

From the most delicate solos to full orchestral highly 
dynamic, all the emotion of the music in a spectrum of 

frequencies seemingly endless ...... 


